
Sixt Innovation Project   

A Swifty Smile 
In this hackfest we concentrated on the Sixt mobile app family and how the registration or better 

to say onboarding process for new users can be improved, speed up and even made more 

entertaining. 

Customer profile 
Sixt SE is a European multinational car rental company with about 4,000 locations in over 105 

countries. Sixt SE acts as a parent and holding company of the Sixt Group, which is internationally 

active in the business areas of vehicle rental and leasing. The majority of the company (60%) is 

owned by the Sixt family, who manage the company. The remaining share is tradeable stock: SIX2 

(XETRA). It is the largest car rental company in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Israel. 

Attendees 

• Werner Huber, Director, Sixt Labs 

• Manuela Rink, Technical Evangelist, Microsoft 

• Robert Horrion, Intern, Microsoft 

The mobile app family 
Sixt has quite a range of mobile apps (developed either for the iOS and Android mobile 

platform)by now which they are constantly maintaining and optimizing for their users. 

• Sixt App (iOS & Android) 

• Drivenow App (iOS & Android) 

• Mydriver App (iOS & Android) 

All mobile apps use a dedicated registration process which verifies the user's identity combined 

with a fraud check. Currently the user registration process is part of the app's onboarding step 

and needs an asynchronous validity check executed by an employee of Sixt to be finally verified. 

This means, that the user needs to wait until this step is finalize. Afterwards she can eventually 

start to use the app and rent a car. Which instantly leads us Sixt's current pain points. 

The pain points 
The fact that the user can't just download the app, register and then instantly use the service 

offered by the app is a severe pain point for Sixt in their current mobile strategy. Users of mobile 

apps are used to a fast and uncomplicated experience. With the current process the possibility is 

quite high to generate "insta-deletes" which means that the app gets downloaded but deleted 

right away because of unexpected difficulties or caused delays within the app's workflow. So we 

made it our focus to optimize this very process and use Microsoft's Cognitive Services for our 

solution. 

Our solution idea 
Playing around with a lot of ideas how to utilize the Microsoft Cognitive Services to fix Sixt's 

problem with the asynchronous registration process we finally came up with quite a fun solution. 

We want to verify the "realness" of the user, which means that a real human being is registering 
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to the app. And to archieve this we came up with the "Smile Check" which could be implemented 

in two ways. 

• with the emotion detection in a short video we capture from the user 

• with the emotion detection in single images we capture in a certain process from the user 

The following section describes our experience and outcomes of those possible solution attempts. 

The Smile Check 
Our very first idea was to use the emotion detection in videos from the Microsoft Cognitive 

Services. With this API we would get the emotion for each detected face for every keyframe. Our 

idea was, to let the user smile for us in the registration process and then let the API detect the 

reaction. If the user really smiled, he must be a real person, right? :) 

 

But this approach didn't work out the way we expected because the response times until the 

service was done analysing the emotions for each frame was way too long for a quick and nice 

mobile onboarding experience. In average the waiting time varied from two to 5 minutes. So a 

clear nogo for the registration. We wanted to optimize the duration of the process in the Sixt 

apps, not substitute it with another long running process even though it would be a bit more fun 

for the user. 

So we withdrew the idea of detecting the emotion change in a video and switched over to using 

single pictures taken from the user during the "Smile Check". We needed three pictures in total. 

One of the user's face in a neutral emotion, one with an explicit smile and the last one with at best 

a neutral emotion again. If the emotion on the pictures would meet our expectations, we assume 

that the user is a real person. The process is quite fast so we additionally assumed that this is 

sufficient to not trick it by just holding and switching pictures in front of the camera. 



 

Our technical challenge 
Sixt's technology stack is clearly mobile based and focused on Java and Swift. For this hackfest we 

wanted to rise a test ballon an see, if we can implement the Smile Check with an end-to-end Swift 

solution. 

That means: 

• Swift for the demo application in the frontend running natively on iOS 

• Swift for the backend implementation which abstracts the business logic from the 

frontend app 

How is this possible to use Swift in the backend? Isn't it just the main development language for 

the iOS mobile platform? Since Swift got open sourced by the end of 2015 it's possible to use the 

runtime on any machine and for a variety of purposes. 

The technical setup 
Swift in the frontend is no challenge. We used Xcode and just got started. But Swift in the 

backend needs preparations. So we setup an Ubuntu VM in Azure and installed Swift. To be able 

to offer an REST based HTTP API for the mobile app we used the Swift based server framework 

Perfect. After setting up everything, which didn't take us longer than an hour, we were ready to 

to. Everything was now set for an end-to-end Swift development, even with shared data models. 

• Frontend  

o Xcode IDE for the demo iOS native app 

o Swift 3.1 as the development language (deployed within Xcode 8.3) 

• Backend  

o Ubuntu VM on Microsoft Azure 

o Installation package Swift Language 3.1 

o Perfect Framework for the Swift based app-to-backend REST API 

• Tech Stack  

o Microsoft Emotion API 

o REST based API 

The Smile Check workflow 
The Smile Check is intended to shorten the onboarding process and offer the user even a fun 

element during the first registration. 

During the process the app tells the user, that it needs a smile from the user to be able to verify 

her for the final Sixt service usage. Now the app takes three pictures from the user and uploads 
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them (slightly compressed) to a Blob Storage container in Azure. The urls of those images are 

then published to the backend by an REST API call via URL parameters. This call is made 

synchronous and waits until the backend has validated the emotions on the images, which 

doesn't take longer than 1-4 seconds. 

The backend now has the job to contact the Microsoft Cognitive Services API for emotion 

detection on images for each of three user images. It then collects the emotion values and checks, 

if the second picture has a significant rise in the "happiness" value of the detected face. It then 

returns just a boolean value, TRUE or FALSE, if the Smile Check was successfull or not. 

The app eventually validates the result and in case no smile was detected it can tell the user to 

present us with another smile. In any other case the registration would be finalized and the user 

can start using the Sixt car rental service within the app. 

 

Next steps 
Sixt is currently validating the process from a legal perspective. The reason why the current 

validation of the user needs to be done by a real human being instead of an automated process is 

based on rights the german law system. 

By now the user takes pictures from her passport and driving license to validate the genuity of 

herself. Those pictures are uploaded by the app to a separate system within Sixt where they get 

checked by an employee if the passport's name matches the driving license. Additionally the 

plausability of the documents is checked during this process. 



 

So let's cross fingers that a process like the Smile Check is legally valid for Sixt's registration 

process and it finds it's way into the onboarding of the wide range of the Sixt mobility apps. 

 


